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Greetings, and shalom in the wonderful name of Yahshua our Savior. Welcome to this new Israeli
intelligence report that I believe is extremely important due to the times that we are living in.
The first thing you must realize is how much of what you are hearing in the main stream media news
is tainted and false. The powers that be are manipulating the global situation to bring in a Palestinian
State in order for the anti-Messiah to appear and to create a pseudo utopia society that will be
established on socialism and communistic principles. There will be articles on this in future issues
that will fully lay out this premise with supporting evidence to even the highest sceptic.
One thing to watch for this summer is the finacial situation in the USA/Babylon and if America will
lose its triple A credit rating as congress fights over whether to default on their deficit. {see link}
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2009/05/23/fears-grow-losing-triple-credit-rating/
With things progressing so quickly with the Arab spring and the peace process here in Israel, I
wanted to get you some of the most recent reports that you can be watching and praying as we see
these things developing.
So far in the so-called Arab spring the only winner has been Iran. Iran has coveted power first in
Syria and Lebanon with the new Lebanese prime minister who took office last fall, which seems like
an eternity now. They have also grabbed power from Bahrain to Saudi Arabia and even picking up
points in Egypt.
Mahmud Amadinajad is in a very special group called the 12er’s whose whole existence as a human
being is to bring in the Muslim messiah called the Mahdi, who can only appear if there is world chaos
and after Iran has taken control of Jerusalem. Iran has made a new video at the link below linking all
of the current upheaval in the Middle East to their own warped view of prophecy.
http://atimetobetray.com/blog/iran-leaders-the-coming-is-upon-us-%E2%80%93-israel-shall-bedestroyed-watch-the-video
Some other news of interest is as follows; As mentioned above Lebanon has fully enacted their new
government and 18 out of 30 officials are part of and allied with the terror group Hezbollah.
http://www.debka.com/article/21037/
The United States has also moved naval ships and military hardware into the area around Syria for a
possible confrontation.
http://www.debka.com/article/21026/

Also, North Korea has tested an EMP weapon, which is very scary. Please see the link below.
http://atimetobetray.com/blog/north-korea-tests-super-emp-nuke/
As well as Iran has test fired also EMP weapons and there is a fear that they are planning a first
strike nulcear attack from a ship at the United States to take out its infrastructure. Please see the
link below.
http://www.newsmax.com/Newsfront/iran-nuclear-plan/2008/07/29/id/324724#ixzz1O4Ro0WKT
But to me one of the biggest happenings in the Middle East is Egypt. For 30 years Hosni Mubarak
has been an American puppet and has negotiated with every Israel prime minister that was in office
including Ariel Sharon who was considered a hawk even amoung the most liberal Muslim leaders.
He has kept Hamas at bay and also an artificial peace in the region.
Now, America has abandoned their closest alley Mubarak because they realize that a Palestinian
state cannot come through a peace process, but only through war, and now President Obama is
supporting the Muslim brotherhood, which is the proxy for the terror group Hamas in order to
strengthen the Arab nations aorund Israel for her destruction.
In his most recent speech on the Middle East last month President Obama stated that Israel must
retreat back to the pre- 1967 borders in any given peace deal, a situation that would make them
indefensible and cause their ruin.
Interesting enough though, when Prime minister Netanyahu spoke to the US congress right after that
he stated that “Israel knew that in any given peace deal there would have to be an exchange of land
that would put some populations of Israel outside their border.”
Did you catch that last phrase. He clearly delineated that in any given peace deal that Israel would
give away Jewish settlements that would be left within the confines of what would then be
recognized as the state of Palestine.
This land he speaks of is in the heart land of the tribes of Ephraim and Manesseh in the hills of
Samaria. Although it was the biggest statement made in the speech it went mostly unnoticed, but it
clearly showed what is in store for the Israeli settlers in the short future.
We need to be watching and praying daily as we see that day approaching knowing how close we
are to the end of this evil age and the beginning of Yahweh’s soon coming kingdom.
Iran believes that with the help of Russia and China they can replace the USA as the world’s
superpower and they are planning to cripple the US economy and then, possibly strike it with a
nuclear weapon and completely take her down.Only Yahweh knows the timeing of all this but things
are surely falling into place. Up to date, Iran has stockpiled enough uranium for up to 4 nuclear
bombs. Please see below link. World war three is coming.
http://www.debka.com/article/20995/

I will be updating more in the next report.
B’Shem Yahshua,
Don

